Past. Present and Future Memory informed by reverberation characteristics of worship (and performance) spaces

Abstract

Worship spaces have a sound character of their own. The acoustical makeup of any space is complex. Among the components that contribute to the acoustical architecture of a worship space are reverberation characteristics. These characteristics affect both the spoken word and music and thus have an impact on the experience of worship.

The scope of this Project/Dissertation has been limited to the reverberation characteristics of two contrasting worship spaces and shows how they affected the responses of fifteen participants to selected pieces of choral music that were recorded in those spaces. The theoretical basis for the research centered on the participants’ memory (past, present and future), a theme of aesthetics (as process rather than object-oriented in concept), and the creative imagination as the vehicle for the participants to articulate their experiences.

The methodology for the project was a phenomenological model that utilized individual interviews as the research technique. Fifteen participants sat for pre- and post-interviews; a listening component was the central focus. The pre-interview helped to establish what memories of music and sound each participant brought to the listening experience. Post-interviews served as the gathering tool for the raw data of the listening experiences. The interview responses were analyzed and coded and a thematic model of the essence of the listening experience emerged.

The results suggested that reverberation characteristics were a dominant player in the listening experience and by extension in the experience of worship. A sense of awe, wonder and mystery emerged as the prerogative of reverberation characteristics for all of the participants most of the time. The implications are that reverberation characteristics of worship spaces act as a theological soundboard that resonates with the worshipers’ faith, and that reverberation characteristics hold potential to function as a language of mystery, aiding the interpretation and articulation of that faith. It occurs to me that these are rich but uncharted waters for neuroscientists as well.

The research project concluded that clergy, musicians and others (notably architects and church designers) are challenged to use existing reverberation characteristics more
creatively and to factor reverberation characteristics into the design of planned new worship spaces.
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